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DR. MARGARET
A. BRUNSON
LEADER. LUMINARY.

MY BEING

I am a Human, being.

I am a Daughter of a pastor & counselor who raised me
with an understanding that I am part of a much larger
story, community & purpose.

I am a Black Woman deeply influenced by & connected to
my community’s story of resiliency, excellence & strength.
I am a Scholar, educated in North Carolina public schools
& universities.
I am a Writer who published my first book, New Growth:
How My Hair Saved My Life, in 2012.

I am a Leader who loves to see others be their best selves
and live with purpose.
I am a Leader who cultivated leadership skills at an early
age and continues to lead with a focus on being.
I am a Luminary guided by the values of connection,
communion, consciousness, and curiosity.
I am an Entrepreneur who desires to see people and
communities transformed by the power of holistic
leadership.

MY DOING

“

She has been instrumental in
helping me tackle my purpose
and exploring avenues on how
my purpose can be integrated
into my brand.

MOSES OCHOLA
Restaurateur & Creative
Event Strategist

SPEAKING & FACILITATION
•• I inspire listeners to create a better reality by
becoming human beings instead of human
doings.
•• I inspire people to use their story to find
purpose, heal & be well.
•• I facilitate and keynote retreats for
organizations looking for new ways to work,
lead and succeed.

MY DOING
COACHING
•• I co-conspire with people to transform their lives & find fulfillment by
uncovering their unique purpose.
•• I help community, business, social justice, faith, and political leaders
cultivate contemplative, spiritual, and wellness practices.
•• I tap into the human capacity for greatness by identifying the leader within.
CONSULTING
•• I lead individuals and organizations through visioning and strategic planning
to transform their mission into purposeful work.
•• I co-create new organizational/leadership paradigms, frameworks &
practices for faith and community based organizations.
•• I develop mindful & authentic leadership strategies for businesses and
organizations.
I LIKE TO WORK WITH
•• People who are called leaders or want to be leaders.
•• Individuals and organizations that want to lead well and be well.
•• Organizations and businesses that are tired of antiquated leadership
paradigms and looking for new ways to make an impact.
•• Individuals and groups who want to transform themselves & their
communities.

I’VE WORKED WITH

Margaret A. Brunson is the business.
ELEANOR HAWTHORNE, Marketing Strategist

I have had a wonderful experience working with Dr. Margaret Brunson and Illumined
Leadership. Dr. Brunson’s unique approach recognizes that there is light within each of us and she challenges us to engage in processes to name, to feel, to radiate and to amplify our
own unique light. I anticipate our meetings, like I look forward to spending time with a loved
one. Dr. Brunson is kind, patient, thorough and brilliant, and I highly recommend her services.
She has not only transformed Blackspsace (the community organization I founded) she has
also transformed the folks who breathe life into that organization. We are indebted to her
thoughtful advice and loving guidance.
PIERCE FREELON
Artist, Founder of BlackSpace

MY
SUPPORTERS
Honey you’re a rockstar to all of
us..but you’re so real.

Her confidence and ability to relate
to people across experiences is
amazing to watch

My work with Margaret as a personal coach over the last
year has led to my most productive year in my personal
creative practice. She helped me identify my goals, allies
and how to work in alignment with my values.
DERRICK BEASLEY
Visual Artist, Creative Director, Cultural Organizer

S

Convening four young professionals to plan two of the largest events in Durham is no easy task. It is both both rewarding
and challenging. With the assistance of Dr. Margaret as our project facilitator, those challenging times are better
managed through intentional planning, open dialogue, and equitable problem solving. Dr. Margaret works to keep us
accountable to each other and our mission while staying patient throughout the process. We strongly encourage you/
your organization to partner with her to meet professional or personal goals. We’re definitely honored to have her on our
team!
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